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Perfect for young sewers honing their skills or for older sewers who like to make doll clothes for kids

or grandkids, this guide features trendy and fashionable designs for 18" dolls. The book contains

full-color step-by-step instructions for 28 distinct pieces from casual to dressy. The designs are fast

and easy to make, come in full-sized patterns, and are fat quarter and scrap friendly. Each outfit

imitates current tween fashions, including leggings, hoodies, jeans, and boho styles. Also included

are patterns for accessories such as purses, wristlets, backpacks, boots, slippers, and even pets.
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Chris Malone has had hundreds of designs published in industry magazines and is the author of

Hooded Scarves & Gloves; Pot Holders, Pinchers & More; Sew Easy as Pie; and Sew It in Minutes.

She lives in Lebanon, Oregon.

These patterns are cute and easy to make doll clothes. It only takes fat quarters. They will make any

young lady grateful.

I love this book because it has great instructions and patterns and it had what I was looking for. Well

worth the money.

Bought this jewel of a book because I fell in love with the grey coat on the front jacket. I've already



made skirts and blouses to fit a little girl's American Girl doll and am now cutting out the beautiful

18" doll-size coat. It's a fine book with well-drawn full-size patterns that fit well. Just use this book

and your imagination for some lovely dolly clothes.

Sew Trendy is an excellent pattern for the American Girl Doll. The patterns fit so well on the actual

doll and they are truly fashionable. I have tailored each outfit with a lot of detail, such as lamb's wool

for coats and leopard (small scale print). My creative free spirit has run amuck with this pattern

book! The pattern book it only limited to the imagination of one who uses it. It is well worth the small

investment to see my grand daughters delight. Dream on and create.

I purchased this for my 7 year old who does know how to sew but is still learning. She loves the

outfits, bags, and especially the dog. I did see complaints about the patterns being printed on both

sides of the pages and I really dislike that. One upside is that by not removing those pages we

always know we can make new copies if needed.

Complete, understandable patterns for 18" dolls. Highly recommend this book! Great for beginners

or experienced sewists like me.A must have!

I love this pattern book and can't wait to start sewing clothes from it. I am really enjoying sewing doll

clothes at this time in my life but I especially enjoyed this book.

This book is wonderful. It is easy to understand and great to teach a child to sew doll clothes. The

choices of clothing and accessories are so cute. My niece and I took the book to the fabric store and

spent time choosing fabrics. This was a fun day and she was so excited The next day we spent time

sewing and seeing the clothing coming together was thrilling. The grand finale was dressing her

American doll with clothing she had made. I'm not sure which one of us had more fun!
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